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Abstract 
Spatial models that classify, map, or project habitat conditions now or into the future require that 
vegetation attributes considered important elements for habitat be inferred from available spatial 
data sources. Often these data sources are based on forest inventory mapping which in turn has 
usually been calibrated using field plots with sampling designs tailored for accurately measuring 
selected stand attributes that may not correlate well to habitat classification. We evaluated both 
sample plot data and remotely sensed imagery that may be appropriate for enhancing the 
evaluation of wildlife habitat characteristics in mapped polygons. Each data set was evaluated 
against a series of selection criteria intended to identify datasets appropriate for our analyses. We 
also evaluated whether sample plots were well represented throughout the study area, or 
throughout BEC variants included in our chosen test case - habitat classification for Northern 
Spotted Owl (SPOW) recovery planning.  

We were able to construct aggregate spatial databases of plot and remotely sensed imagery from 
the datasets surveyed. We selected VRI plots and Permanent Sample Plots for inclusion in the 
aggregate plot database, although neither dataset contained all attributes needed for habitat 
assessment in our study species. Weaknesses in the other ecological sample plot datasets for 
meeting the purposes of our analyses included:  lack of geographic coordinates, limited ability to 
infer or “scale-up” measurements of required attributes at the polygon scale from the plot scale, 
non-transferable sampling designs, and inadequate ecological representation in plot layout. Some 
datasets potentially useful for this study were not used because of time constraints. Two sources 
of remotely sensed imagery were also examined (LANDSAT-7 and SPOT 5) in relation to VRI 
mapped polygon data, and their utility for our purpose is reviewed.  

Pilot methods for extracting needed attributes from these sources and using them to enhance 
mapped polygons are reviewed and tested in a subsequent report. 
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1 Introduction 

Habitat assessment and management is often a major focus of landscape planning in British 
Columbia. Projecting the potential impacts of different management actions on the habitat 
requirements and population dynamics of single species (e.g., rare or endangered species), 
groups of species, or ecosystems remains very challenging. Because of the numerous parameters 
that influence habitat quality, managers often turn to modelling approaches that predict the 
amount and location of suitable habitat. 

Habitat selection and use by many animals is best described as a series of decisions that operate 
at a nested series of scales that include landscape context, local resource “patch” or set of patches, 
and focal sites (e.g., denning sites; nest trees or groves) within patches (Martinez et al. 2003, Weir 
and Harestad 2003, Holland et al. 2004). At each scale, habitat selection is constrained by 
processes operating at coarser scales (Johnson 1980). New advances in habitat supply models for 
indicator and/or endangered species seek, in part, to emulate this multi-scale selection approach 
by defining habitat associations and resource selection and use at these different scales (e.g., 
Apps et al. 2001). For example, a framework for management and recovery planning for the 
Northern Spotted Owl (SPOW) in B.C. was developed, which includes a habitat connectivity 
model, a territory definition model, and a potential nest site model (Sutherland et al. 2006). The 
design of this framework reflected the key habitat requirements of SPOWs, and necessitated 
multi-scaled definitions of habitat and its function. 

One of the greatest challenges in habitat modelling lies in the ability to infer important habitat 
attributes from available spatial data sources. As in most presently available habitat supply and 
landscape planning models designed to date in B.C., the primary data sources used by the SPOW 
framework for estimating habitat suitability and projecting change over time were forest cover 
inventory, vegetation resource inventory (VRI), topographic data (elevation), and biogeoclimatic 
units. Often, the procedures for photo interpretation and methods of field sampling for 
verification and calibration are designed with the objective of maximizing measurement accuracy 
of specific stand attributes. However well measured, the selected attributes may be of minor 
importance for identifying and classifying habitat. Furthermore, some stand attributes, such as 
large snags and veteran trees, may occur at a finer-scale of resolution than can be inferred from 
measurements averaged over mapped polygons. 

Because of the increasing importance of habitat modelling in landscape planning, we wished to 
determine if additional spatial data sources, such as ecological field sample plots, remotely 
sensed imagery, and topographic data may present opportunities either for increasing accuracy 
of existing polygon attributes, or providing the ability to resolve features within polygons when 
combined with existing forest cover data.  

The specific objectives of the project were (1) to identify and assemble data sources that may be 
useful for refining attributes measured in VRI-level inventory that are important for identifying 
habitat; (2) review existing statistical methodologies and design an approach for linking the 
different types of data for the purpose of enhancing habitat supply assessments based on VRI; 
and (3) to develop and pilot test the approach to one or more study areas within the BC range of 
the SPOW. We chose the SPOW as the case study because of existing seamless data coverage’s 
and habitat models, however the protocol is intended to be general, and more widely applicable 
to other species as well as geographically. 
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We divided the project into two parts: (1) scoping and assembly of data sources, and (2) 
development of analysis methods, and pilot study. The data assessment phase is the focus of this 
report, with the analyses and a pilot application described in a subsequent report. In this report 
we describe the methods used to identify and assess the various datasets (Section 2), the 
characteristics of each dataset we evaluated, and the strengths and limitations of each dataset for 
use in our subsequent analyses (Section 3). We draw some overall conclusions about just how to 
proceed towards the goal of enhancing polygon data to improve habitat modelling and projection 
(Section 4). In addition, we describe the content, structure and limitations of the two database 
products we produced.  

While the data assembly phase of this project was originally initiated to provide data for 
subsequent analyses, the dataset descriptions and assessments within this report are intended to 
help anyone considering the use of these datasets for ecological analyses in British Columbia. 
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2 Methods 

The following section describes the methods and approach we used to identify available data 
sources, and the criteria we applied to each data set to evaluate their suitability for inclusion in 
the database used in the pilot analyses. 

2.1 Identification of Potential Datasets 
A wide range of government and private sector experts were consulted for advice on where to 
obtain appropriate data, and for their opinion on the applicability of different data sources to our 
project. This process was iterative as we often obtained further leads on potential data sources as 
we talked to different individuals. Once a potential dataset was identified, a questionnaire was 
sent to the data holder querying the content of their dataset relative to a list of attributes 
important to the Northern Spotted Owl (Table 1). Second, the Ecological Reports Catalogue1, a 
website setup by the Provincial Government, was searched using a range of queries. This website 
contains reports and datasets for a wide range of ecological research done throughout the 
province. Finally, the academic literature was searched for studies that had success predicting 
stand structural attributes using remotely sensed or mapped data that is easily obtainable for 
British Columbia. 

Table 1. Stand-level attributes considered important for identifying Northern Spotted Owl habitat. 

Habitat attributes important to Northern Spotted Owl were identified from the following sources: (SOMIT 1997, 
North et al. 1999, Manley et al. 2003). Measurements of those attributes were identified in the following 
datasets: Vegetation Resources Inventory (VRI); Permanent Sample Plots (PSP); Provincial Ecology Program 
mensuration plots (PEP); Greater Vancouver Regional District stand structure plots (GVRD), Ford Mountain 
operational plots (Ford Mtn). 

Attributes Attribute source Data Sets 

  North SOMIT Manley VRI PSP PEP GVRD 
Ford 
Mtn 

Included in 
aggregate 
database2 

Live trees          

Volume  X   X X X  Xa X 

Big tree density  X X X X X X X X X 

Medium tree 
density    X X X X X X 

X 

Deformed tree 
density - X  X X   X 

Xd 

Basal Area - 
Deciduous   X X X  X X 

X 

Snags          

                                                                  
1 http://srmapps.gov.bc.ca/apps/acat/.  Last accessed on April 11th, 2006.  

 
2 See Section 3.1.10 for details on the contents of the aggregate database. 
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Attributes Attribute source Data Sets 

  North SOMIT Manley VRI PSP PEP GVRD 
Ford 
Mtn 

Included in 
aggregate 
database2 

Basal Area  X  X X X  X Xa X 

Volume  X   X X   Xa X 

Volume (intact 
snags) X   X X   Xa 

Xd 

Large snag density  X X X X X X X X 

Small snag density   X X X X X X X 

DBH   X X X X X X X 

DBH SD   X X X  X X X 

DBH (App. Class 6-
7)   X X    X 

Xe 

Basal Area (App. 
Class 6-7)   X X    X 

Xe 

Canopy          

Foliage volume X   Xa Xa     

Diversity of height 
classes X X  X X   X 

 

Canopy Closure - X   X   X  

Stand          

CWD volume  X - Xc    X  

CWD volume 
(Class 2)   X Xc    X 

 

CWD piece 
diameter (Class 2)   X Xc     

 

CWD piece 
diameter (Class 5)   X Xc     

 

Other          

Structural Stage    X   X   

Stand Age     X X    

Site Series    X X X X   

Geo-referenced?    X X X Xb Xb  

# plots in SPOW 
range    147 213   122 

 

a Estimate of attribute can calculated from combination of other attributes 

b Geo-referencing information can be inferred from associated data 
c Attribute available for a small proportion of plots in dataset 
d  PSP dataset only 
e VRI dataset only 
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2.2 Criteria for Evaluation 
In this section we describe the criteria we used to evaluate the datasets we found. First, we 
identified attributes important for identifying SPOW habitat. We then describe criteria used to 
evaluate whether identified ecological sample plot databases should be included in our aggregate 
database. Finally we describe the list of criteria used for evaluating continuous spatial data for 
use in subsequent analyses – e.g., remote sensing and topographic data.  

2.2.1 Stand Attributes Important for Identifying Northern Spotted Owl Habitat 
We considered the following three sources of information in compiling a list of stand-level 
habitat attributes important to SPOW. North et al. (1999) used radio telemetry to identify stands 
used by SPOWs in coastal forests of Washington and Oregon states. They assessed whether there 
were relationships between intensity of use of stands and various measured stand attributes. 
Manley et al. (2003) compared measurements of stand attributes in areas immediately 
surrounding identified Spotted Owl nesting trees with measurements from randomly sampled 
locations within the same stand, and assessed whether the structural characteristics immediately 
surrounding nest trees differed from random sites. Sites were located throughout southwestern 
B.C. in three ecological subzones defined for analysis and modelling in SPOWs: maritime, sub-
maritime and continental subzones (see Figure A-1; Appendix A for details).  

The Spotted Owl Management Inter-Agency Team also developed a list of attributes important to 
SPOW for a management plan based on analysis of available data and expert opinion (SOMIT 
1997). In this document, attributes were differentiated by wet (maritime) and dry (continental) 
ecosystems, and between attributes found in superior versus moderate SPOW habitat. While 
there was some variation in the range of values for habitat attributes, and in a few cases, in the 
attributes that were considered important, overall the important habitat attributes identified by 
three sources were consistent with one another (Table 1). 

2.2.2 Selection Criteria for Sample Plot Datasets 
Identified sample plot datasets were evaluated against a list of criteria to determine whether they 
should be included in the aggregate database (Table 2). Sample plot datasets were required to be 
accurately geo-referenced, (i.e., coordinates associated with sample plot locations), as the intent 
of the proposed methodology was to examine relationships between the mapped spatial data and 
attributes measured from field sample plots. The distribution of sample plot locations were 
required to be well represented in BEC variants associated with SPOW habitat throughout the 
range of this species. Datasets were also evaluated based on correspondence between the years 
they were collected, and the year the spatial data was acquired. A threshold of approximately 
fifteen years difference in sampling dates was used3. Additionally, data collected at sample plot 
locations were required to contain information on attributes considered important for identifying 
SPOW habitat (Table 1), with the goal of maximizing the number of shared habitat attributes 
across in all datasets included in the aggregate database. This criterion was considered most 
important because many analytical methods require that all attributes used in the analysis be 
present at all sample plot locations. We also gave consideration to the accuracy and precision of 
measurements of the attributes considered useful for characterizing SPOW habitat and to the 

                                                                  
3 Generally, the difference in acquisition dates between the plot data sources and mapped spatial data was either much 
greater or much less than fifteen years. 
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advantages or limitations of the sample design with respect to assumptions required of statistical 
analyses. Finally, we considered the level of effort required to convert data into a format that 
could be incorporated in the aggregate database, given constraints on the time and budget of this 
project. 

Table 2.  Inclusion criteria used to evaluate identified ecological sample plot datasets. 

Inclusion Criteria 

Geographic coordinates 

Representation in BEC variants associated with Spotted Owl habitat 

Correspondence in acquisitions dates 

Measurements of attributes important for identifying SPOW habitat 

Sample design with respect to assumptions for statistical analyses 

Level of effort required to convert to a common format 

 

The final criterion determining which datasets to include in the aggregate database is that every 
attribute included in the database must be available for every plot in the database.  This was 
necessary because it is a requirement of subsequent analyses, specifically Gradient Nearest 
Neighbour imputation (Ohmann and Gregory 2002).  Therefore, when deciding which datasets to 
include in the aggregate database there is an implicit trade-off between the number of plots that 
are included, and the number of attributes described.  One extreme is to include only the dataset 
that has the greatest number of attributes, resulting in a small number of plots available for 
analysis. The other extreme is to include all appropriate datasets, which would result in a large 
number of plots with small number of attributes available for all plots.  Our approach to this 
dilemma included subjective judgment based on striking an adequate balance between these two 
extremes, depending on the characteristics of the specific datasets. 

2.2.3 Selection Criteria for Remotely Sensed Data (satellite imagery, etc.) 
We were limited in our evaluation of remote sensing data based on the cost and availability of the 
product. More specifically, we only considered remote sensing datasets made available through 
the provincial government or freely available from other sources. Thus, emerging technologies 
were not quantitatively investigated in this study. 

The primary criteria for inclusion in the aggregate spatial database were that (i) data coverage 
must extend over the entire range of the field plots included in the aggregate database, and (ii) 
there was evidence of the data source’s utility in predicting structural attributes for forest types 
similar to those in our study area. This evidence was sought from the academic literature, grey 
literature, or consultation with ecologists and remote sensing experts. 

2.2.4 Aggregate Spatial Database 
We identified a variety of datasets from within the range of the SPOW. For those that met our 
initial criteria for evaluation, we obtained a partial or complete copy for further evaluation. These 
datasets were evaluated based on criteria, and those that met criteria were converted to a 
common format and assembled into a spatial database and assembled in a geographic 
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information system (GIS) for analysis in the pilot study. Data coverages in the GIS included 
vegetation resource inventory polygon data, satellite images, layers derived from satellite images, 
digital elevation model and layers derived from a digital elevation model. Selected ecological plot 
databases were aggregated in a single database, geo-referenced and then overlaid as a point-
coverage in the GIS. 
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3 Survey and Evaluation of Datasets 

3.1 Survey of plot-based datasets 
In this section we provide summaries of the eight different datasets considered for inclusion in 
the aggregate field plot database of samples measuring stand attributes considered important for 
estimating SPOW habitat characteristics. For each dataset we describe its source, original 
purpose, data collection methodology, and what types of measured attributes are available. For 
some datasets, we provide information on where the data can be obtained, any applicable 
restrictions on the use of the data, and sources of additional information. To varying degrees, we 
also discuss the strengths and limitations of each dataset for our proposed analyses. The amount 
of detail provided for each dataset depends on several factors including how much information 
we could obtain on the dataset, and on how early in the assessment process we were able to 
conclude that the dataset did not meet our needs. 

3.1.1 Vegetation Resource Inventory 
3.1.1.1 Overview 
The Vegetation Resources Inventory (VRI) is the current provincial program for collecting 
information on the distribution of vegetation resources throughout British Columbia. This 
information is used for a variety of analytical purposes, including timber supply analyses, and 
also for a range of land use and sustainable forest management applications (BC Ministry of 
Sustainable Resource Management 2004b).  

In general, a VRI database is constructed in two phases. In Phase I, polygons of similar vegetative 
structure are delineated on air photos and vegetation attributes are estimated for these polygons. 
In Phase II, ground plots are located throughout the VRI region using a stratified sampling 
design, and vegetation attributes are measured within each of these plots. These measurements 
are then used to calibrate the air photo estimates for a limited number of attributes directly 
related to timber supply analysis. Quality assurance tests conclude that the average value of 
calibrated attributes is unbiased across the extent of the VRI region (Sandvoss et al. 2005).  
Currently, inventories are only adjusted for three attributes: leading species height, leading 
species age, and leading species volume.  Since the other VRI attributes important to Spotted Owl 
are not adjusted, the accuracy of estimates for these attributes is directly related to errors 
associated with the photo interpretation procedures.  

We found sample plots from four different VRI projects within the range of the Spotted Owl. 
Using habitat predictions generated by a model designed by Sutherland et al. (2006), 39 VRI plots 
were located in currently suitable habitat for SPOW, and a further 93 plots were at locations 
capable of providing SPOW habitat within the next 250 years (Figure 1). 

We found that the geographic distribution and representation of the VRI plots varied widely 
throughout the SPOW range ( Figure 1). Seventy-nine percent of the plots were derived from the 
Fraser VRI project. Consequently, the southwest corner of the SPOW range is well sampled, with 
most plots falling within sub-continental biogeoclimatic (BEC) variants (see Appendix A for a 
definition of the sub-regions defined for the SPOW project).  
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Plots within the sub-maritime region were fairly evenly distributed across the landscape. By 
contrast, the remaining SPOW range (including most of the continental and maritime sub-region) 
is relatively poorly represented by the VRI sample plot dataset.  
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Figure 1. Map of VRI, PSP and plot locations 

3.1.1.2 Data collection 
VRI ground sampling procedures are designed with the objective of accurately estimating stand 
attributes associated with timber supply. In particular, a distinct advantage of the VRI dataset is 
its sampling methodology, which is based on sound principles of statistical design. Polygons are 
divided into several strata based on whether the polygon is vegetated and treed, the leading tree 
species, and the volume of the leading tree species. Then specific polygons are chosen for 
sampling using a method called Probability Proportional to Size With Replacement (PPSWR). 
This method ensures that within strata all points on the landscape have an equal chance of being 
sampled. 
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Figure 2 illustrates the plot layout for VRI sample plots. Attributes of stand structure are 
measured in one central plot, and at four additional plots located at the four cardinal directions 
approximately fifty metres from the centre point. All trees with a diameter at breast height (DBH) 
greater than 4 cm are included. For each plot, a suite of measurements is made for all trees within 
either a fixed-radius or variable-radius (prism) plot. For the centre plot, referred to as Integrated 
Plot Centre (IPC), additional detailed attributes are collected for each tree including diameter, 
length, grade, wildlife tree attributes, damage agents, loss indicators, and other details.  

 
Figure 2.  Diagram illustrating the layout of a VRI sample plot.  

For the four auxiliary plots, species age and diameter are recorded for the majority of the trees, 
with the detailed attributes also collected for one tree chosen at random within each auxiliary 
plot (BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management 2005a). Because of the paucity of 
structural data in the auxiliary plots, our analyses focussed on data collected for the IPC. 

Almost all the VRI plots we evaluated used a prism plot design for sampling individual tree 
attributes (although two of the plots were laid out as fixed-radius plots). In prism plots, the 
vertex of an arc with a pre-specified angle is place at the centre of the plot. This angle is specified 
by a particular Basal Area Factor (BAF), which describes the basal area provided by each tree that 
falls within the plot (BAF is measured in metres squared per hectare).  Then each tree in the 
vicinity of the plot centre is assessed for whether its diameter is greater than or equal to the 
distance between two lines radiating from plot centre at the specified angle. In this way, the 
inclusion of a tree within the tally depends on its distance from plot centre and its diameter. For 
each plot, the BAF is chosen to “ensure efficient volume and basal area measurements” (BC 
Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management 2005a), which typically results in four to eight 
measured live trees in each plot. Within the range of the SPOW, our VRI dataset contained an 
average of six live trees and one snag per plot. The effective plot area for a specific size of tree is 
calculated based on a circular plot with a radius equal to the maximum distance a tree of that size 
could be from plot centre and still be included. Per hectare values for tree attributes are 
calculated as the sum of the attribute multiplied by the “per hectare factor” (1 /equivalent plot 
area) value for each tree in the plot. 
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3.1.1.3 Usefulness and limitations 
Despite the stratified design of VRI plots, the procedure imposes significant limitations for 
measuring the types of attributes important for identifying wildlife habitat, at least for our case 
study species (SPOWs). First, the criteria for specifying strata may not always be appropriate to 
many ecological analyses, especially the lower strata, based on tree species and volume. This 
stratification presents challenges in interpreting the data for our purposes, since directly 
combining samples from different strata can violate the assumption of sample independence 
required by many statistical tests.  Second, the higher precision of measurements for larger trees 
exaggerates the error associated with small tree estimates. Third, the small number of trees 
sampled per plot means that even for large trees, per plot estimates lack precision. When 
estimates of stand attributes measured this way are aggregated up to a regional scale, (such as is 
done for timber supply analyses), lack of precision per plot is compensated for by a large 
aggregated sample size. However, when trying to look for correlations among attributes at the 
plot level, this lack of precision introduces large amounts of variation into subsequent analyses, 
making it difficult to discern relevant patterns from the background noise. Finally, since the 
choice of BAF is based on capturing a target number of live trees, snags may not be adequately 
sampled in some plots. 

Less common stand attributes, such as density of large trees and snags tend to be under-sampled 
in VRI plots leading to a large number of zeros in the dataset. However, these zeros are relatively 
uninformative since they do not differentiate between cases where a particular attribute is truly 
absent, or cases whether that attribute is lacking in the small proportion of the stand that is 
sampled. Thus, the sample unit may not be representative of the stand if attributes are unevenly 
distributed. For more common attributes these problems are addressed by a large number of 
samples. However, even with a large sample size, less common attributes may not occur in a 
sufficient numbers of samples for analyses to detect predictive relationships with other variables. 
Finally, the absence of an attribute in large number of plots can lead to a positively skewed 
sampling distribution, a violation of the assumptions of many common parametric statistical 
methods. 

3.1.1.4 Availability 
Data collected in the phase II field plots is available as a series of MS Access tables. Some tables 
contain attributes for individual trees or plots, while others provide summaries for entire plot 
clusters (i.e. IPC and four cardinal plots). However, only two of these tables are necessary to 
calculate a wide range of stand structural attributes: “trees_c” which contains data on the 
attributes of individual trees and “samples” which contains information about the location of 
each plot. 

VRI phase II field plot data is available through the Forest Analysis and Inventory Branch of the 
B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range. While there are no particular sensitivities regarding 
redistribution of the data, standard data sharing requirements do apply. The restrictions of these 
include: not selling or giving the data to third parties, not creating proprietary products with the 
data, and only using the data for the specified purpose.  

3.1.1.5 Sources of additional information 
Detailed information on aspects of data collection and analysis for VRI phase II field plots, 
including ground sampling procedures (BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management 
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2005a), sample selection (BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management 2002b) and 
processing (BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management 2005b)4 are available from 
provincial government sources. While these publications provide detailed descriptions of specific 
aspects of VRI, they do not provide a clear view of the strengths and weaknesses of the VRI 
program for making ecological inferences. 

The overall VRI procedure and relationships between each step is clearly described in the User’s 
Guide to VRI (Sandvoss et al. 2005). 

Table 3.   Evaluation summary of inclusion criteria as applied to VRI sample plot data. 

Inclusion Criteria Evaluation 

Geographic coordinates present 

Representation in BEC variants associated with Spotted Owl 
habitat 

well represented  in sub-maritime, relatively 
poorly distributed in maritime and continental 
regions 

Correspondence in acquisition dates all plots sampled from 1998 to 2002. 

Measurements of attributes important for identifying SPOW 
habitat 

good for central IPC plot, auxiliary plots not 
suitable. 

Sample design with respect to assumptions for statistical 
analyses 

issues with stratification and aggregation 

exaggerated error associated with small 
trees and rare features 

snags may not be adequately sampled 

lack of precision for less common features 

Level of effort required to convert to a common format minimal 

 

3.1.2 Permanent Sample Plots 
3.1.2.1 Overview 
The Permanent Sample Plots (PSP) program was set up by the B.C. provincial government to 
monitor changes in stand characteristics over time, and to improve our understanding of stand 
dynamics for different forest types. The program consists of a set of permanently placed field 
plots that are re-measured periodically for a range of stand structural characteristics. This 
information is used to calibrate growth and yield predictions, and to assist in management unit-
level determinations of the Annual Allowable Cut5. 

Like the VRI plots, the geographic dispersion of PSP plots within the SPOW range is unevenly 
distributed among the sub-regions (Figure 1). Most of the PSPs in our study area are concentrated 
in the southeast corner of the SPOW range, extending north from the Chilliwack River Valley. 
Thus, sub-maritime ecosystems are well represented in the dataset, but plots in continental and 
maritime ecosystems are sparse. At smaller spatial scales, the plots are not evenly distributed, but 
occur in clusters of a few to several plots separated by no more than several kilometres (Figure 1). 

                                                                  
4 These B.C. government VRI documents are available at http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/vri/standards/. 
5 http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/vri/ip/psp/. Accessed January 4th, 2006. 
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Representation within the SPOW range is good, with 105 PSP plots located in suitable habitat for 
SPOW, and a further 91 plots are located in capable SPOW habitat. 

3.1.2.2 Data collection  
PSP plots within the range of the SPOW were established from 1962 to 1993, with 90% of the plots 
established prior to 1970. Plots have been re-measured from one to five times. For 90% of the 
plots the most recent measurement has been post-1990. At each visit, a wide range of tree and 
stand attributes are measured.  Stand structure data is collected in a circular plot ranging in area 
from 400 – 1000 m2, with 90% of the plots greater than 800 m2. The sampling goal is to capture 
approximately 90 living trees within the plot. Thus, the density of trees in the stand determines 
the realized size of the sample plot. The size of a particular plot does not change with subsequent 
re-measurements. Within the plot, a range of attributes are collected for all live trees with a DBH 
greater than 4 cm, and all dead trees with a DBH greater than 10 cm. Attributes measured include 
stem measurements, stem conditions, pathological indicators and wildlife attributes. Stand 
characteristics are also collected, including canopy structure (Table 1) and landscape position 
(e.g., slope and elevation) (BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management 2003a). 

3.1.2.3 Usefulness and limitations 
Permanent Sample Plots are quite useful for estimating stand structural characteristics, because 
the areal proportion of the stand sampled is relatively high. Also, the number of trees captured in 
these large plots ensures a reasonable degree of precision when calculating average values for 
tree attributes. In addition, the time-series of measurements allows stand dynamics to be taken 
into consideration, as well as providing a means of identifying errors in data collection. For 
example, if the stand exhibits dynamics counter to the understood successional sequence, and 
there is no indication of a disturbance event, it is reasonable to assume that an error has been 
made. For example, data could have been measured or entered incorrectly or the wrong location 
could have been visited. 

Within the range of the SPOW, the locations of Permanent Sample Plots are strongly aggregated 
(Figure 1). The sampling design of the Permanent Sample plots was not designed to ensure 
representation throughout the landscape. Rather, plot locations were chosen to create a database 
that covers the full range of stand types used in growth and yield calculations. Therefore, the 
plots within this dataset are neither randomly chosen locations within the landscape, nor are they 
independent of one another. These two characteristics greatly restrict our ability to generalize 
relationships identified in these datasets to the broader landscape. 

More specifically, lack of independence among plots violates the assumptions of many statistical 
tests, including most common tests of association such as the Pearson’s correlation coefficient and 
simple linear regression. Assuming that plots close together are more similar than those widely 
spaced, the attribute values of clumped plots will have a disproportionate influence on 
association measures. For example, if plots within a cluster possess high values in two attributes 
it will shift a correlation calculation towards a stronger positive association. However, this 
positive association may be expressing the relationship between distance and similarity, rather 
than an explicit relationship between the two attributes. Thus, treatment of the plots as 
independent entities is at least partially incorrect and is a form of pseudo-replication.  

Table 4 summarizes results of evaluation criteria for the PSP plots. 
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3.1.2.4 Availability 
Permanent Sample Plots are available through the Forest Analysis and Inventory Branch of the 
B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range as a series of Microsoft Access tables. The majority of 
information on stand structure is in the ‘samples’ and ‘trees’ tables, and there is some 
redundancy in the data contained within the tables with the same fields often occurring in 
several tables. The ‘samples’ table contains all the plot-level data and the ‘trees’ table contains 
data on individual trees within the plots. The precise location of PSPs is somewhat sensitive, 
because the accuracy of time-series measurements relies on the plots not being affected by 
external influences.  

As is the case with VRI data, standard data sharing agreements apply which restrict the sale or 
redistribution of data to third parties, preventing the creation of proprietary products with the 
data, and limiting use of the data for the specified purposes only. 

3.1.2.5 Sources of additional information 
The standards and procedures document for the PSP program (BC Ministry of Sustainable 
Resource Management 2003a) contains detailed information on data collection procedures, and 
adequately describes the types of attributes collected. The field card used in PSP data collection 
provides complete information on the type of data collected, and is available online6. Further 
information on how PSP data is used in forest management in B.C. can be obtained from the 
Provincial government’s Inventory Projection website7. 

Table 4.   Evaluation summary of inclusion criteria as applied to PSP sample plot data. 

Inclusion Criteria Evaluation 

Geographic coordinates Present 

Representation in BEC variants associated with Spotted Owl 
habitat 

good representation in SPOW habitat 

well represented in sub-maritime 

concentrated in SE of SPOW range 

plots are aggregated, poorly represented 
throughout the SPOW range 

Correspondence in acquisition dates 90% of plots sampled since 1990 

Measurements of attributes important for identifying SPOW 
habitat 

good measurements of stand structural 
characteristics 

Sample design with respect to assumptions for statistical 
analyses 

non-random sampling 

lack of independence among plots 

potential for high spatial autocorrelation 
among samples 

Level of effort required to convert to a common format minimal 

                                                                  
6 http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/vri/ip/forms/pdf/FS820.pdf. Accessed January 4th, 2006. 
7 http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hts/vri/ip/index.html. Accessed January 4th, 2006. 
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3.1.3 GVRD Watershed Analysis 
3.1.3.1 Overview 
During the mid-1990s, the Greater Vancouver Regional District (GVRD) undertook a detailed 
analysis of the ecosystems in three watersheds in their jurisdiction (Coquitlam, Seymour and 
Capilano). The overall goal of these studies was to better understand vegetation dynamics, fire 
history, forest health, and sediment production within the watersheds. In the course of the 
analysis, two different types of plot data were collected (fire assessment and stand structure), 
both of which included attributes describing stand structure. Several hundred plots were 
collected for each of these sub-projects (746 fire assessment plots and 320 stand structure plots).  

3.1.3.2 Data collection 
Fire assessment plots were systematically distributed within the watersheds to ensure equal 
representation in BEC variants.  Sample plots consisted of a triangle measuring 50 m on each 
side, with a four to eight metre radius circular plot placed at each vertex (Figure 3). Specific plot 
diameters were chosen to capture at least four live trees. Within this plot the density and species 
composition of live trees was measured. In addition, prism plots were placed at each vertex, 
within which the diameter of each snag was measured. Other attributes such as landscape 
position, additional ecological data including a soil pit, and amount of fine woody debris were 
also recorded.  

Stand structure sample plots were located on sites that exhibited uniform ecological conditions. 
Sampling was stratified to ensure that the full range of pre-defined “Stand Successional 
Pathways” and BEC structural stages were included. Furthermore, plot locations were chosen 
such that no more than one plot fell within an ecosystem classification polygons, defined by 
biogeoclimatic unit (all units are in maritime ecosystems), structural stages and site series 
(Compass Resource Management 1999b).  Additionally, 100% of previously harvested stands 
were sampled within the watersheds. Circular plots with a radius of 15 metres were sampled for 
species, diameter, and tree stage of all living and dead trees greater than 7.5 cm in diameter. 
Although not explicitly defined, we assumed ‘tree stage’ referred to the condition of the tree, and 
is similar to the visual appearance codes used in VRI (BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource 
Management 2005a),. Other site attributes such as seedling density (#/ha), % cover by stratum 
(e.g., tree, shrub, herb), and BEC site series were recorded. 
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Figure 3. Layout of GVRD Fire Assessment plots. 

3.1.3.3 Usefulness and limitations 
The area sampled within fire assessment plots is relatively small, with plots typically containing 
around four trees. Consequently this sample design suffers many of the same limitations as VRI 
plots, including low-precision estimates of stand attributes, a poor representation of the stand, 
and a bias towards large trees. Furthermore, these plots contain data on a small number of 
attributes relevant to identifying SPOW habitat (Table 1).  

By contrast, the stand structure plots cover relatively large areas and therefore provide many of 
the advantages of PSP plots including higher-precision estimates for each attribute and better 
representation of stand conditions. However, the non-random placement of stand structure plots 
may limit inferences about the broader applicability of patterns drawn from this dataset. 

For both types of plots, the extensive sampling of the GVRD watersheds ensures that a wide 
range of ecological conditions is covered, and allows for stratification of the dataset while 
maintaining adequate sample sizes. However, a major limitation of both datasets is the lack of 
geo-referencing information associated with each plot. This prevents inclusion in a spatial 
database, and overlay with other data sources, such as satellite imagery. However, a description 
of the plot location is provided on the datasheets for the stand structure dataset. With a map of 
roads within the watershed, and some time investment, a fairly precise location for each plot 
could be calculated.  

3.1.3.4 Availability 
Stand structure plot data is available through the Tree Ring Lab in the Department of Geography 
at the University of British Columbia. Most of the data is available in Excel spreadsheets, but 
some data such as plot locations must be obtained from the original datasheets. For information 
on obtaining the fire assessment plots, contact the Watershed Management group at the Greater 
Vancouver Regional District. 

50 m 50 m

50 m
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3.1.3.5 Sources of additional information 
The primary source of descriptive information for this project is the GVRD Analysis Report 
Watershed Management Plan #5 (Compass Resource Management 1999b) and associated annex 
(Compass Resource Management 1999a), which can be obtained from the GVRD Watershed 
Management group. 

Table 5.   Evaluation summary of inclusion criteria as applied to GVRD Stand Structure sample plot data. 

Inclusion Criteria Evaluation 

Geographic coordinates lacking geo-referencing information 

Representation in BEC variants associated with Spotted Owl 
habitat limited to GVRD watersheds (maritime) 

Correspondence in acquisitions dates collected in mid - 1990s 

Measurements of attributes important for identifying SPOW 
habitat 

good representation of the stand conditions 

moderate precision for attributes 

Sample design with respect to assumptions for statistical 
analyses 

non-random placement within strata 

Level of effort required to convert to a common format high – would require location coordinates to 
be determined from descriptions of plot 
locations 

 

3.1.4 Provincial Ecology Program 
3.1.4.1 Overview 
Under the Provincial Ecology Program (PEP) more than 15,000 sample plots have been collected 
since 1975 (BC Ministry of Forests 2001).  The primary purpose of these plots is to assist in 
ecosystem mapping and site classification. The vegetation and site data collected under this 
program have been extensively analyzed and forms the backbone of the current Biogeoclimatic 
Ecosystem Classification system of British Columbia. Detailed measurements of volume, growth, 
and development of individual trees and stands were collected for a portion of the sample plots 
between 1977 and 1981. However, this detailed mensuration data, has received considerably less 
analytical attention (BC Ministry of Forests 2001). 

3.1.4.2 Data Collection 
The sampling design of the PEP varied, and depended on the objectives for the particular project 
for which the data was collected. Site selection and placement of plots were not linked to a 
consistent sampling design, and therefore an aggregated dataset is not statistically representative 
of the land base. Rather, the location of plots was chosen to provide data on specific ecosystem 
conditions to address general gaps in knowledge, or to fulfill the particular needs of an 
individual project.  

Mensuration data was collected along with a wide range of other ecosystem information. Data 
was collected for all live and dead trees with a diameter greater than 7.5 cm using a pair of prism 
plots at each site, with the objective of capturing seven to eleven trees in each plot (Walmsley et 
al. 1980). Attributes recorded for each tree were diameter, species, tree class, description of 
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damage by pathogens and crown class. Age and height were calculated for some trees in some 
plots. Within an associated ecological plot, a wide range of site and vegetation data are also 
collected, including landscape position, soil conditions, and vegetation composition. 

3.1.4.3 Usefulness and Limitations 
The PEP plots will likely provide moderately precise estimates of stand attributes as a result of 
the size of the plot (BAF chosen to capture 7-11 trees versus 4-8 for VRI plots). However, as 
described above, selection of plot locations was non-random, which violates the common 
statistical assumption of providing a complete sampling frame over the variables about which 
inferences are to be made. Therefore, extrapolation of the dataset to a broader context is restricted 
by statistical limitations.  

At least two aspects of the PEP mensuration dataset limit its usefulness in contributing to 
analyses using remotely sensed imagery and mapped data. First, the data for these plots were 
collected over 25 years ago and are not likely to represent current stand structure at the particular 
site, especially for younger stands (< 80 years old) that have undergone rapid successional 
change. Second, the geo-referencing information associated with the plots is imprecise, usually 
recorded to the nearest thirty seconds (i.e. an error of ~800m).  

3.1.4.4 Availability 
All sample plot data collected by the Provincial Ecology program are available through the 
BECWeb website8 supported by the B.C. government. These data are available in a number of file 
formats including Microsoft Access. The data are available to all users, although a formal request 
must be submitted through the website, which includes standard limitations and conditions 
restricting the sale or redistribution of data to third parties, preventing the creation of proprietary 
products with the data, and limiting use of the data for the specified purposes only. 

3.1.4.5 Sources of additional information 
The field manual Describing Terrestrial Ecosystems in the Field (Walmsley et al. 1980) outlines 
the methods used to collect the sample plot data. Since the publication of the original manual, 
two updated versions have been released (Luttmerding et al. 1990, BC Ministry of Forests and BC 
Ministry of Environment Lands and Parks 1998). In addition, the B.C. Ministry of Forests 
undertook a project to summarize tree attributes by site series as specified by the Biogeoclimatic 
Ecosystem Classification system (BC Ministry of Forests 2001). The introduction in this 
publication provides additional background into the history and collection of the PEP 
mensuration plots. Finally, the BECWeb website provides a wealth of information on the BEC 
system and the PEP. 

                                                                  
8 http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hre/becweb/. Accessed January 5th, 2006 
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Table 6. Evaluation summary of inclusion criteria as applied to PEP sample plot data. 

Inclusion Criteria Evaluation 

Geographic coordinates imprecise, error ~800m 

Representation in BEC variants associated with Spotted Owl 
habitat 

very good 

Correspondence in acquisitions dates collected over 25 years ago 

Measurements of attributes important for identifying SPOW 
habitat 

limited number of tree and snag attributes 

Sample design with respect to assumptions for statistical 
analyses 

large sample size 

inconsistent sample design 

non-random placement of plots 

Level of effort required to convert to a common format minimal 

 

3.1.5 Spotted Owl Nest Sites 
3.1.5.1 Overview 
Manley et al. (2003) conducted field sampling at known nest sites of Spotted Owls in British 
Columbia. Their objectives were to improve understanding of the types of habitat used by 
Spotted Owls in British Columbia, and to determine whether habitat requirements of B.C.’s 
Spotted Owls are similar to those of well-studied populations in the Pacific Northwest of the 
United States. An additional objective was to further knowledge of the types of habitat attributes 
important to Spotted Owl nesting habitat in order to facilitate further inventory efforts. 

3.1.5.2 Data collection 
Eleven different locations were sampled. Sites were sampled at two different scales: individual 
nest trees, and the stand surrounding the nest tree.  Data collected for nest trees included 
attributes describing nest position, and attributes of the tree considered relevant to wildlife as 
specified by the Field Manual for Describing Terrestrial Ecosystems (BC Ministry of Forests and 
BC Ministry of Environment Lands and Parks 1998). A pair of nested circular plots were placed 
one within the other in the area immediately surrounding each nest tree, with both plots centred 
on the nest tree.  Within the smaller plot (0.02 ha)  percent cover of all plant species was recorded, 
while in the larger plot (0.19 ha) all trees greater than 10 cm DBH were measured for a range of 
stand characteristics including diameter, height, and top condition. Trees or snags considered as 
potential nesting trees were further assessed for wildlife attributes.  

Each of the spatially nested sample plots at the nest tree was paired with a randomly placed set 
of nested plots within the same stand (60-100 m away from the nest tree). Within the nest patch, 
two 25 metre transects, one at ninety degrees to the other were used to assess the abundance and 
volume of coarse woody debris.  The location of the starting point for these transects was at the 
plot centre. 
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3.1.5.3 Usefulness and limitations 
Since these plots are part of study on Spotted Owl habitat, data were collected on most of stand 
attributes identified as important in the literature. However, the small number of plots sampled 
and the limited distribution of sample plots within stands containing SPOW nests, limit the use 
of these data for developing predictive models of stand attributes from VRI polygons (the 
objective of this study). However, these data may be useful for verifying models designed to 
predict stand attributes important for identifying Spotted Owl nest habitat.  

3.1.5.4 Availability 
These plot data are available from the authors of the study at their discretion. The location of 
SPOW nest sites in B.C. is considered sensitive information. 

Table 7. Evaluation summary of inclusion criteria as applied to Spotted Owl nest site sample plot data. 

Inclusion Criteria Evaluation 

Geographic coordinates present 

Representation in BEC variants associated with Spotted Owl 
habitat 

limited to stands containing SPOW nest sites 

concentrated in N portion of the range 

Correspondence in acquisitions dates recent 

Measurements of attributes important for identifying SPOW 
habitat 

complete 

Sample design with respect to assumptions for statistical 
analyses 

nest tree samples are paired with random 
sample 

small sample size 

Level of effort required to convert to a common format minimal 

 

3.1.6 SPOW Telemetry Site Data 
3.1.6.1 Overview 
The SPOW Telemetry Site Sample Plot data were collected with the objective of characterizing 
site and stand attributes in areas used by SPOW. Randomly placed sample plots were placed 
within VRI forest cover polygons containing SPOW telemetry location points.  

3.1.6.2 Data collection 
Sampling focussed on VRI forest cover polygons located within defined Long Term Activity 
Centres (LTAC), within Special Resource Management Zones (SRMZ). A total of 7 LTACs were 
sampled within 3 SRMZs. Forest cover polygons were selected based on a stratified random 
sample of SPOW telemetry points, where strata were based on proportional representation of 
forest cover polygons in age and height classes. The forest cover polygon containing the selected 
telemetry point was identified. Minimums of 3 plots were sampled within each selected polygon. 
Plots were placed at sites that were considered representative of the area within the polygon. 

Site characteristics measured included topographic position, canopy closure, soil characteristics 
and shrub, herb and moss cover and dominant species. Live trees were sampled within prism 
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plots and included information on BAF, species, diameter, age, lichen loading, height, crown 
class and canopy height. Additionally, any stem defects were noted. Coarse woody debris 
sampled along a transect placed at a randomly selected azimuth from plot centre. Downed tree 
species was noted along with decay class, diameter class and an estimate of volume. Snags were 
also identified from within the forest cover polygons, and species, diameter, appearance, 
condition and height were recorded.  

3.1.6.3 Usefulness and Limitations 
Geographic coordinates are included with sample plots in the form of UTM coordinates and 
sample plots were acquired after 1990. All of the SPOW telemetry site sample plots were located 
within the sub-continental region. Sample plots were also highly aggregated within LTACs 
located in three SRMZs (Figure 1). 

 A number of stand structure attributes can be derived from plot measurements including: live 
tree density, size and volume, and snag density and size. The sample design is consistent with 
VRI sample plots. 

Apart from aggregated distribution, and limited representation within the SPOW range, these 
data would be well suited for our analyses. However, we obtained the database after our 
deadline for inclusion in the aggregate spatial database, and therefore it could not included. 

3.1.6.4 Availability 
Data is available as a series of Excel databases, from the Ministry of Environment’s Surrey office. 
Each LTAC has its own database file, which contains separate tables for live tree, snag, CWD and 
site data. Additional information can be obtained from the Ian Blackburn at Ministry of 
Environment’s Surrey office. 

Table 8.   Evaluation summary of inclusion criteria as applied to SPOW telemetry sample plot data. 

Geographic coordinates available 

Representation in BEC variants associated with Spotted Owl 
habitat 

limited to 7 LTACs in 3 SRMZs  where 
telemetry locations have been recorded 

Correspondence in acquisitions dates Recent – samples acquired since 1990 

Measurements of attributes important for identifying SPOW 
habitat 

attributes can be derived from plot 
measurements 

Sample design with respect to assumptions for statistical 
analyses 

Prism plots for live tree data 

All snags censused 

CWD sampled along random transect 

Level of effort required to convert to a common format moderate 

Geographic coordinates available 
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3.1.7 Terrestrial Ecosystem Mapping and Predictive Ecosystem Mapping Field Plots 
3.1.7.1 Overview 
Terrestrial Ecosystem Mapping (TEM) and Predictive Ecosystem Mapping (PEM) are two 
programs of the B.C. provincial government for mapping ecosystems at an operational scale 
across the province. Mapped data based on air photo interpretation is the foundation of both 
programs. For PEM projects, predictive models use mapped data to predict fine-scale ecological 
attributes using statistical models (e.g., EcoGen; Meidinger et al. 2000). For both programs, field 
plots play an important role in specifying and verifying ecosystem units across the landscape. 
While the intensity of plot collection varies among TEM/PEM projects, all projects require some 
field plots, and these datasets can be very large depending on the region of interest. 

3.1.7.2 Data collection 
Plot layout and data collection methods are identical to ecological and mensuration plots 
associated with the Provincial Ecology Program (BC Ministry of Forests and BC Ministry of 
Environment Lands and Parks 1998). Data collected includes soil and vegetation attributes, and 
details about landscape position of the plot.  Data on attributes of the tree layer such as density, 
size distribution, canopy characteristics, and snag characteristics are not collected. 

3.1.7.3 Usefulness and limitations 
Because this dataset does not contain information on any of the stand attributes that are known to 
be important for identifying SPOW habitat, it was not considered useful for this analysis. This 
does not preclude their potential usefulness for other types of wildlife habitat assessment. 

3.1.7.4 Availability 
Historically, data from PEM and TEM studies has been distributed among a number of different 
organizations, including government ecologists and managers, forestry companies and private 
consultants. However, a web-based data warehouse has recently been developed, that is intended 
to be a central repository for a wide range of Provincial ecological data including PEM/TEM 
plots9. Data is available in a Microsoft Access database that is structured for the VENUS data 
capture application10. 

3.1.7.5 Sources of additional information 
Several Provincial publications outline the standards, verification methods, and operational 
procedures for classifying PEM/TEM polygons (Terrestrial Ecosystems Taskforce 1998, 1999). In 
addition, the PEM/TEM website provides a wide range of useful information including an 
overview of the programs, and links to publications and applications11. 

                                                                  
9 Ecocat: The Ecological Reports Catalog. Available at http://srmapps.gov.bc.ca/apps/acat/. Accessed January 6th, 2006. 
10 VENUS is used by the B.C. government to input and store ecological data. More information is available at 
http://srmwww.gov.bc.ca/ecology/dteif/venus.html. Accessed January 6th, 2006. 
11 http://srmwww.gov.bc.ca/ecology/tem/. Accessed January 6th, 2006. 
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Table 9.   Evaluation summary of inclusion criteria as applied to TEM/PEM sample plot data. 

Inclusion Criteria Evaluation 

Geographic coordinates present 

Representation in BEC variants associated with Spotted Owl 
habitat 

a very small portion of the SPOW range is 
covered by PEM / TEM mapping 

Correspondence in acquisition dates not assessed 

Measurements of attributes important for identifying SPOW 
habitat 

lacking measurements for attributes 
considered important for identifying SPOW 
habitat 

Sample design with respect to assumptions for statistical 
analyses 

same as PEP 

Level of effort required to convert to a common format not applicable – no attributes available 

 

3.1.8 Ford Mountain Operational Plots 
3.1.8.1 Overview 
Scott Paper Ltd. set up a series of plots on Ford Mountain in the Chilliwack River Valley on a site 
that they manage for silviculture and use in their operations. The research plot program was 
designed to test their data collection methods and compilation program. Their sampling 
methodology was based on the "Inventory Procedures and Standards for Sampling Stand 
Attributes in Northern Spotted Owl Habitat" designed by RW Gray Consulting Ltd. (personal 
communication, Lucy Stad, Stewardship Forester, BC Ministry of Forests and Range, September 
2005). 

3.1.8.2 Data collection 
Around 20 forest cover polygons were sampled, with approximately four to six plots per polygon 
spatially dispersed over a few hundred hectares. Within each plot, several attributes were 
recorded, including: species, size (DBH) and wildlife attributes of live trees; the species, size and 
visual characteristics of snags; and the decay class and size of coarse woody debris (see Table 1). 
In addition, basic site data such as landscape position and canopy cover was also recorded. 
Additional details on the sampling design, such as plot size and decision criteria for plot location, 
were not obtained. 

3.1.8.3 Usefulness and limitations  
This dataset contains a large number of plots concentrated in a very small area. Restricted 
geographic distribution of sample plots limits the dataset’s usefulness for analyses that aim to 
predict or enhance measurements of stand attributes in forest cover data covering the range of 
SPOW in BC.  

This dataset would be useful for validating predictions in forest cover polygons of stand 
attributes considered important for identifying SPOW habitat, and for examining such factors as 
fine-scale heterogeneity in stand attributes, and small-scale spatial autocorrelations between 
attributes, and error distributions. While the database files did not contain geo-referencing, a 
1:5000 map with UTM coordinates is available. 
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3.1.8.4 Availability and sources of additional information 
Data is available as a series of Microsoft Access databases, from the Ministry of Forests and 
Range’s Chilliwack Forest District office. Each plot has its own database file, which contains 
separate tables for live tree, snag, CWD and site data. Additional information can be obtained 
from the Chilliwack Forest District office. 

Table 10.   Evaluation summary of inclusion criteria as applied to Ford Mountain sample plot data. 

Inclusion Criteria Evaluation 

Geographic coordinates plot locations marked on 1:5000 map 

Representation in BEC variants associated with Spotted Owl 
habitat 

highly limited geographic distribution 

Correspondence in acquisitions dates collected in 2000 

Measurements of attributes important for identifying SPOW 
habitat 

very good 

Sample design with respect to assumptions for statistical 
analyses 

details on sample design not obtained 

Level of effort required to convert to a common format moderate – would require digitizing plot 
locations from a 1:5000 map.  

 

3.1.9 Keystone Wildlife Research Ltd’s SPOW plots 
3.1.9.1 Overview 
In conjunction with the Ministry of Environment, Keystone Wildlife Research Ltd. collected data 
from hundreds of plots scattered throughout the Fraser Timber Supply Area, mostly focussed in 
protected areas (parks) and the GVRD watersheds.  

3.1.9.2 Data collection 
Plot locations were distributed within habitat classed as suitable for SPOW by biologists with the 
Ministry of Environment. Measurements were made for a range of stand structure attributes 
important to SPOW, including canopy closure, number and size of live trees, and snags.  

Evidence of SPOW feeding activity (pellets and/or excreta) was also recorded, along with a 
number of other site attributes.  

3.1.9.3 Usefulness and limitations 
The non-random sampling methods suggested this dataset had limited application for the 
particular purposes of our pilot analyses. The dataset was not readily available and we therefore 
could not evaluate it in detail for this project.  However, once a predictive model was developed, 
this dataset would be very useful when undertaking validation tests. 
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3.1.9.4 Availability and sources of additional information 
Further information on methodology, data availability and the specific attributes collected, is 
available by contacting Keystone Wildlife Research Ltd.  Due to the personnel time required to 
assemble the data for delivery, there may be labour costs associated with obtaining the data from 
this source. 

Table 11.   Evaluation summary of inclusion criteria as applied to Keystone sample plot data. 

Inclusion Criteria Evaluation 

Geographic coordinates present 

Representation in BEC variants associated with Spotted Owl 
habitat 

limited geographic distribution: mostly GVRD 
watersheds and Protected Areas in Fraser 
TSA. 

Correspondence in acquisition dates recent 

Measurements of attributes important for identifying SPOW 
habitat 

moderate for attributes listed in this report, 
but a wide range of other useful attributes is 
also available (e.g., prey availability) 

Sample design with respect to assumptions for statistical 
analyses 

non-random; specific details on sampling 
design not yet obtained 

Level of effort required to convert to a common format not assessed 

 

3.1.10 Aggregate Plot Database 
3.1.10.1 Dataset selection 
Based on our evaluation of available ecological sample plot datasets for the purpose of pilot-
testing multiscale data assembly methods, we chose the Permanent Sample Plot and Vegetation 
Resource Inventory datasets for inclusion in the aggregate spatial database. The other plot 
datasets we evaluated were excluded because one or more of the evaluation criteria were not 
satisfied. From the available set of PSP and VRI sample plots within the range of the SPOW 
(N=360), we extracted 147 plots from the VRI dataset and 193 plots from the PSP dataset. Some of 
the PSP plots within the range of the SPOW were not included in the aggregate database because 
they were last measured more than 15 years ago.  In total, the aggregate SPOW database contains 
340 plots with 18 structural attributes measured in each plot (Table 1).  Four of these structural 
attributes were not directly identified as important to SPOW, but were included because they can 
be used to calculate other important attributes (average tree height, basal area, live tree density, 
quadratic mean diameter). 

Datasets that were not included either did not contain a sufficient numbers of sampled attributes, 
were too limited in geographic distribution and representation within the SPOW range, had 
sampling designs that precluded statistical analysis, or the required a level of effort required to 
convert data to a common format that was beyond the timeframe and/or budget scope of this 
project.  
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3.1.10.2 Aggregate database 
The objective of the aggregate database is to extract from different datasets field plots that 
describe attributes important to SPOW, and standardize them so that plots from different sources 
are directly comparable.  This standardization includes ensuring plot dates are contemporary 
with one another, and that attributes are measured and described in a consistent manner. 

Since each dataset used a different sampling protocol, we used the following methodology to 
select sampled tree data to be included in calculations of plot-level attributes: 

1. Different criteria for the minimum size of tree to include were used in the two datasets. 
We chose a standardized DBH cut-off of 17.5 cm, in order to match the primary 
utilization level of coastal region VRI mapping, and to maintain compatibility of our plot 
data with VRI polygon data. The coast region value was chosen, as opposed to the 
interior value since the majority of our study area and sample plots fall within the coast 
VRI region (i.e., only 30 plots are located in the interior region).  

2. Measurements of all live and dead standing trees were included. Since fallen trees were 
included in the VRI dataset but not the PSP dataset, dead fallen trees were excluded.  

Several attributes not directly available from the datasets were calculated or inferred from other 
attributes measured in these datasets. For example, neither dataset contained a direct measure of 
big tree density, but this could be calculated from density and DBH measurements. 

It was not possible to develop a standardized estimate of Deformed Tree Density and Volume of 
Intact Snags since the fields required to calculate these indices were inconsistently coded in the 
VRI and PSP datasets. For example, the VRI dataset contains a number of wildlife-related 
attributes and a field indicating a broken top, which could be used to infer whether a tree was 
deformed. The PSP data set has a set of tree/stem pathology indictors that describe deformity. 
While using these fields would allow Deformed Tree Density to be calculated in both datasets, 
the definition of deformation categories is different in each dataset. 

Two other attributes that could be calculated are Foliage Volume from tree height and height-to-
canopy, and Diversity of Height Classes from tree height. While consistent definitions could be 
developed for the two datasets, we did not calculate these attributes because of known errors 
associated with the former, and the arbitrary nature of the latter. 

Other attributes were not included in the database because they were not available for one or 
both of the datasets. Snag attributes related to appearance class were excluded (e.g., stage of 
decay), because this information was only available in the VRI dataset. Canopy closure was 
omitted because it occurred only in the PSP dataset. Coarse woody debris attributes were 
excluded because they were only available for the VRI dataset, and even then only for a small 
number of plots. 

3.2 Survey of Spatial Datasets 
3.2.1 Vegetation Resources Inventory 
3.2.1.1 Overview 
The VRI consists of mapped polygons outlining homogenous land cover types, with a range of 
attributes assigned to each polygon. These data are generated from interpretation of aerial 
photographs, although interpretations may be aided by other available data for the region. In 
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addition, a series of field assessments conducted both from the air (BC Ministry of Sustainable 
Resource Management 2003b) and on the ground (BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource 
Management 2004a) are used to calibrate and correct the interpreter’s estimates of attributes. 
Three key attributes (stand age, height and volume of the leading species) are adjusted in each 
polygon based on the results of ground sampling in Phase II of the VRI procedure (BC Ministry 
of Sustainable Resource Management 2004b). Several attributes in the VRI database are not 
directly interpreted, but rather are derived using measured attributes (Sandvoss et al. 2005). 

The resulting VRI spatial coverage is similar to that provided by its predecessor, the Forest Cover 
inventory, but VRI provides higher accuracy estimates of timber related attributes (e.g., volume, 
leading species), as well as information on non-timber attributes (e.g., vertical complexity of 
stand[LW1], snag density). Since creating VRI coverage for the entire province is resource-
intensive, a procedure has been developed to convert existing Forest Cover databases into VRI 
format (BC Ministry of Forests 1998). Therefore, some VRI datasets may actually be re-formatted 
forest cover datasets and will neither contain many of the new attributes identified in VRI, nor fix 
some of the errors known in the earlier FC datasets such as bias in the mean estimates of some 
attributes, such as volume.  None of the VRI data considered in this report is re-formatted forest 
cover data. 

Usefulness and Limitations  

Many aspects of VRI mapped data are compatible with the data requirements of habitat 
mapping. VRI mapping is comprehensive in terms of its spatial coverage for selected regions of 
the province. The spatial extent of VRI projects generally corresponds to administrative or 
management units appropriate to landscape planning, such as Timber Supply Areas (TSAs) and 
Tree Farm Licenses (TFLs). VRI mapping provides information for a wide range of biophysical 
attributes often identified as important for classifying habitat, including structural elements of 
the stand, soil properties, landscape position, and land cover type. Attributes available in VRI 
that are directly relevant to SPOW include tree age and height, stand volume and density, snag 
density, and crown closure. The procedures used to create VRI are sufficiently general, flexible 
and well-documented, so that existing data can easily be augmented by overlaying additional 
spatial data, applying calibrations to other attributes using existing field plots, collecting 
additional field plots for calibration, or even calculating new attributes from the existing dataset. 

While VRI provides data on many attributes relevant to wildlife habitat, the current procedures 
for conducting an inventory are best suited to collecting data to support Timber Supply Review 
(TSR) estimates and projections. Specifically, these limitations are: 

1. data collection of some core attributes in VRI is oriented to the economic timber-relevant 
portion of the stand. For example, stand age and tree height estimates are only based on 
the leading and second species, and are weighted by the basal area of dominant, co-
dominant and high intermediate trees. In addition, percent species composition is 
described by basal area, rather than density or some other criterion.  

2. some of the attributes provided for VRI polygons cannot be accurately estimated from air 
photos. For example, the ability to accurately estimate snag density depends on several 
aspects of the photographic process including the type of film used, and the resolution of 
the photo (Sandvoss et al. 2005).  
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VRI attributes are presented as averages for polygons outlining generally homogenous patches of 
vegetation. However, many habitat attributes important to wildlife occur at much finer scales 
than scales represented by the VRI. This is especially true for species such as SPOW that rely on 
characteristics of individual trees for aspects of their life history. In addition, photo-interpretation 
procedures can result in significant error and bias in estimates of attribute for an individual 
polygon. While these estimates can be corrected using plot data from Phase II of a VRI project, 
this correction is currently applied to only a small subset of attributes: leading species age, 
leading species height and leading species volume (i.e. those most important for estimating 
merchantable timber inventories).  Furthermore, these corrections use the ratio of means in the 
plots and polygons as a corrective factor (BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management 
2004b).  This method requires a reasonably strong relationship between values of the attribute in 
plots and polygons, which may not exist for many attributes important to SPOW (Cortex 
Consultants Inc. 2006).  Therefore, wildlife habitat data from individual polygons is generally 
imprecise and possibly biased for most attributes important to wildlife. 

Availability 

Spatial data is available as an ESRI ArcGIS polygon layer that can be related to series of attribute 
tables using the Feature ID field. These tables contain data on a variety of aspects of the polygon 
including disturbance history, understory vegetation cover, and overstory attributes by canopy 
layer. The content of each table is often duplicated in other tables. The canopy layer tables, 
denoted by the file extension “.l?v” where “?” is the layer number, contained all the data we 
required for our analysis. 

The VRI spatial dataset is available through the Forest Analysis and Inventory Branch in the 
Ministry of Forests and Range. Data requests are made by NTS map sheet, and a separate set of 
files is provided for each map sheet. Therefore, it is advisable to select a few large areas, rather 
than focussing your request to several finer-scale map sheets. There did not seem to be any 
particular sensitivity to providing the data, although standard data sharing requirements as 
described above for the plot-based VRI data also applied to the spatial data. 

Sources of additional information 

The User’s Guide to VRI (Sandvoss et al. 2005) provides a good introduction to the VRI process, 
and methodology. In particular this document includes extensive background to the process, an 
overview of the two phases, strengths and limitations, examples of applications, and a list of 
background reading. Furthermore, the Guide provides other useful details in a format not 
available elsewhere, including lists of derived and interpreted attributes, a complete list of all VRI 
fields with brief descriptions, tables listing equivalent field names for different database formats, 
and lists of VRI attribute codes. Other government publications provide detailed information on 
specific aspects of VRI mapping including air photo interpretation (BC Ministry of Sustainable 
Resource Management 2002a), attribute calibration (BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource 
Management 2003b, 2004a), and attribute adjustment (BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource 
Management 2004b). 
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LANDSAT 7 ETM+ remote sensing imagery 
Overview 

We evaluated Landsat 7 ETM+ Level 1G orthorectified imagery available from Natural Resources 
Canada. The Landsat 7 satellite records a 183 km swath of multispectral imagery covering the 
entire Earth’s surface every once every 16 days. Cloud free scenes are selected and then 
radiometric and geometric corrections are applied to correct aberrations and to standardize pixel 
values. According to meta-data, imagery covering our study area was orthorectified using 
provincial 1: 50,000 NTDB topographic data, with an estimated horizontal accuracy of 30-50 m. 
Landsat ETM+ imagery is available at a pixel resolution of 30 m for five different bands of the 
electromagnetic spectrum, ranging from the infrared through visible. In addition, a thermal 
infrared band is recorded at a coarser resolution of 60 m and a panchromatic band is recorded 
with a resolution of 15 m. 

Several aspects of the Landsat 7 data set make it particularly useful to description of wildlife 
habitat. First, its image coverage of the globe is virtually complete. Second, the revisit/reimage 
interval of LANDSAT 7 is only sixteen days, which means that several images are available for 
particular location within a year and certainly among years. These multiple images ensure that a 
high quality, cloud free image is almost always available, and the image series can also used to 
detect and interpret changes in land cover over time. By combining the Landsat 7 dataset with 
the older Landsat 5 datasets, it is possible to create a time series from 1984 to the present. Finally, 
Landsat data is freely available and can be downloaded from various web sources. 

One challenge of working with satellite imagery is ensuring that pixel values in multiple scenes 
covering a study area are consistent. Limitations in availability of cloud-free images mean that 
image scenes composing a mosaic have usually been collected at different times. This is especially 
an issue for landscapes with large annual variation in sun illumination angles and seasonal 
variation in vegetation structure. Differences in atmospheric conditions can also affect image 
pixel values. It is therefore important that multiple images used to create coverage of a larger 
study area be acquired at similar times of year. Furthermore, imagery should be corrected for 
atmospheric conditions, and standardized to a reflectance values (i.e., percent of incident solar 
irradiance received by the sensor).  

There are several analytical methods available to correct for differences between images used to 
create a mosaic. We describe some of these methods in a subsequent report (Cortex Consultants 
Inc. 2006). The effectiveness of such image corrections can be evaluated by comparing pixel 
values in overlapping regions of adjacent images.  

We required three LANDSAT images to cover our study area (Figure 4). 

Availability 

Landsat 7 imagery is available from several different sources. A fairly extensive catalogue of 
images is publicly available from a Canadian government website called GeoGratis12. A larger 
selection of Landsat 7 images, as well as other types of satellite imagery, is provided by the 
United States Geological Service and available at the Earth Explorer website13. Most imagery 
from this source requires an access fee. We obtained all of our imagery from the Forest Analysis 

                                                                  
12 http://geogratis.cgdi.gc.ca/. Accessed January 13th, 2006. 
13 http://edcsns17.cr.usgs.gov/EarthExplorer/. Accessed January 13th, 2006. 
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and Inventory Branch of the B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range, which maintains a high quality 
set of Landsat 7 imagery covering the entire province. There were no sensitivities to acquiring 
these data, although standard data sharing requirements apply as described previously. 

 
Figure 4. Map of LANDSAT image locations.  The first two numbers indicate the “path” of the image, 

which is equivalent to the image’s y-coordinate on a grid covering the earth.  The second two 
numbers indicate the “row” of the image, that is equivalent to its x-coordinate. 

 

SPOT 5 remote sensing imagery 
Overview 

The SPOT 5 satellite acquires multi-spectral and panchromatic image data at pixel resolutions 
ranging from 2.5 to 20 m. Our discussion focuses solely on the panchromatic product with a pixel 
resolution of 5 m. SPOT 5 data is collected along a 60 km swath with entire coverage of the earth 
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once every 28 days. Additionally, adjusting the angle of the sensors can increase the viewing 
frequency of a particular point. 

We evaluated SPOT 5 image coverage of our study areas. We found some inconsistency in image 
brightness between vertical image tracks and issues with alignment when creating mosaic 
images.  Compared with Landsat 7, SPOT 5 imagery is relatively expensive, and it was not 
possible for us to obtain a large sample of images acquired at different dates, in order to select the 
most consistent for creating an image mosaic.  

The high resolution of SPOT 5 imagery has been shown to be very useful for detecting aspects of 
forest structure associated with canopy heterogeneity (Cohen and Spies 1992), although the 
imagery derived from the panchromatic band was shown to be ineffective for detecting spectral 
signatures associated with other important aspects of forest structure (Cohen and Spies 1992).  

We required eleven SPOT images to cover most of our study area (Figure 5). 

Availability 

Spot Image14, the sole commercial provider of SPOT 5 imagery maintains a website that provides 
access to a full range of products from the SPOT 5 archives. The website also contains user-
specified procedures for controlling the satellite to collect specific images. The high cost of SPOT 
5 imagery will be prohibitive for most habitat mapping applications.  

The B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range (MOFR) now possesses a single set of SPOT 5 images that 
cover most of the province. Because this project is classed as a “non-commercial application”, 
provisions were made to provide us with this data, under other specified conditions. For more 
information on these conditions and on obtaining SPOT 5 imagery, contact the Forest Analysis 
and Inventory Branch of MOFR. 

                                                                  
14 http://www.spotimage.fr. Accessed January 16th, 2006. 
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Figure 5. Map of LANDSAT image locations.  The first two numbers indicate the “path” of the image 

which is equivalent to the image’s y-coordinate on a grid covering the earth.  The second two 
numbers indicate the “row” of the image which is equivalent to its x co-ordinate. 
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4 Conclusions and Management Implications 

Spatial models that classify, map, or project current or future habitat conditions require that  key 
biophysical attributes (topographic, climatic, vegetative) that are considered important elements 
for habitat either exist in, or can be inferred from available spatial data sources. Often these data 
sources are based on forest inventory mapping, where vegetation attributes have been 
interpreted from aerial photographs and averaged across the entire area within the polygon. The 
accuracy of these data depend on which attributes are considered, since they are calibrated using 
field plots with sampling designs tailored for accurately measuring selected stand attributes that 
may or may not correlate well to habitat issues. Consequently, rare features or those with 
infrequent or clumped distributions may either be under-estimated or under-represented in the 
data. The objective of this report was to identify and evaluate available data sources that may be 
appropriate for enhancing the evaluation of wildlife habitat characteristics 

We evaluated both sample plot data and remotely sensed imagery. A summary of our evaluation 
of the sample plot datasets is presented in Table 12. In our review and assessment of the nine 
potential field plot datasets, two (Vegetation Resource Inventory and Permanent Sample Plots) 
have sufficiently robust sampling designs and breadth of attributes measured to allow us to 
aggregate their results for the purpose of enhancing habitat-level interpretations of polygon data. 
Many of the other ecological sample plot datasets we examined could not be included in the 
aggregate database because they failed to meet one or more of our selection criteria. For example, 
the Ford Mountain and GVRD datasets contained measurements of the required attributes, but 
lacked geographic coordinates. Other datasets were excluded because the attributes measured 
did not include those considered important for identifying SPOW habitat (e.g., TEM/PEM plots), 
or because of either our ability to access the data (given timelines) or uncertainty about how to 
apply inferences derived from the sampling design elsewhere in the range (e.g., the Keystone 
Wildlife Research Ltd’s plots and SPOW telemetry plots). 

One of the critical limitations in “scaling up” measurements at the field plot level to the polygon 
level is the sampling design of the field plots. We found that the sample designs used for the VRI 
plots are appropriate when sample measurements are aggregated to a regional scale, since lack of 
precision is compensated for by a large aggregate sample size. A lack of precision for 
measurement of important stand attributes introduces a large amount variation in analyses 
comparing individual plot measurements to other data points. Furthermore, measurement of 
uncommon features (e.g., densities of large tree and snags) have very poor precision, leading to 
large numbers of zeros that do not necessarily differentiate between a true absence of a particular 
attribute, and whether the small proportion of the stand sampled happened to not contain that 
attribute. 

Habitat elements important for old-growth dependent species such as Spotted Owls include 
presence of large snags and vertical complexity in the canopy (SOMIT - Spotted Owl 
Management Inter-Agency Team 1997, North et al. 1999, Manley et al. 2003, Sutherland et al. 
2006). We were able to extract many of these attributes from existing datasets for inclusion in our 
aggregate database.  However, we were unable to develop a standardized estimate of Deformed 
Tree Density and Volume of Intact Snags (potentially important attributes of within-stand 
structure for SPOWs), since the fields required to calculate these indices were inconsistently 
coded in the VRI and PSP datasets. Other attributes were not included in the aggregated database 
because they unavailable in one or both of the datasets. These included snag attributes related to 
(e.g., stage of decay), canopy closure, and estimates of coarse woody debris. 
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Remotely sensed imagery was evaluated based on cost of acquiring it, coverage of our study area, 
and whether there was any evidence available for predicting stand structural elements from 
those data. We examined LANDSAT-7 and SPOT 5 data for the study area, and determined that 
both had potential for resolving fine-scale features within polygons for this case study. In a 
subsequent report we evaluate several analytical approaches and select one for a pilot analysis to 
evaluate the effectiveness of such an approach for improving inferences of stand structure 
attributes from mapped polygon data. 

 For this case study, there appears to be opportunity for using both field data and remotely 
sensed data for the enhancing the information in mapped polygons for habitat classification and 
projection. However, no generally applicable (or “off the shelf”) methods for taking fine-scale 
attribute data from either field plots of remotely sensed imagery were immediately apparent. 
Issues of incomplete measurements and sampling design at the field plot level, and interpretation 
of pixels at the remotely sensed level requires further development of an analytical methodology 
in order to solve the habitat inference problem. We address some of these questions in the next 
report (Cortex Consultants Inc. 2006). 

Table 12.  Summary of outcomes for sample plots data sets we identified and evaluated. 

Data Set Included 
in 

Aggregate 
Database? 

Key Points of Evaluation 

Vegetation Resource Inventory Yes measurements of SPOW habitat attributes 
sample design may be inappropriate for statistical methods  
under sampling of infrequent stand attributes, or those with clumped 
distributions 

Permanent Sample Plots Yes good for estimating stand structural characteristics, because a large 
area of the stand is sampled 

GVRD Watershed Analysis No not geo-referenced 
good representation and high precision for infrequent stand 
attributes 
high Level of effort required to incorporate in analysis 

Provincial Ecology Program No imprecise coordinates 
moderate-sized sample plots and precise estimates of stand 
structure estimates 

Spotted Owl Nest Sites No measured SPOW habitat attributes 
small sample size and limited distribution 

SPOW Telemetry Site Data No limited distribution 

Terrestrial Ecosystem Mapping and 
Predictive Ecosystem Mapping 
Field Plots 

No lacking measurements of stand structure 

Ford Mountain Operational Plots No limited distribution 

not geo-referenced 

Keystone Wildlife Research Ltd.’s 
SPOW plots 

No our time and budget constraints on acquiring data 
measured stand structure attributes 
potential representativeness issues in sampling design 
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Appendix A: Definition of the ecological subregions defined for 
the SPOW case study 

For the purposes of modelling habitat and population dynamics for the SPOW (Sutherland et al. 
2006), BEC subzones/variants were grouped as: maritime, sub-maritime and continental (Table 
A-1; Figure A-1). Maritime variants are located on the windward Coast Mountains and along 
inlets and valleys influenced by moist inflows from the Pacific Ocean. Sub-maritime variants 
occur on the leeward side of the Coast Mountains and are quite extensive. Continental variants 
occur also in the lee of the Coast Mountains (in their rain shadow) as well as on the interior 
plateau, which is influenced by drier easterly flowing air. 

The maritime and sub-maritime groups are similar to those previously used for current 
management for SPOW in B.C. (SOMIT 1997). Sutherland et al. (2006) added the continental 
group to coincide with more recent locations of SPOW in B.C. in the eastern part of the range. 
They eliminated all higher elevation variants (subalpine zones) previously included in nesting 
and foraging habitat definitions (SOMIT 1997a).  

See Appendix C in Sutherland et al. 2006 for details on the ecological interpretation of the 
different subzones.  

Table A-1.  Correspondence between B.C. biogeoclimatic units and ecological subregions defined for 
SPOW modelling. 

Subregion Biogeoclimatic Zone Variants within 
subzones1 

Maritime Coastal Douglas-Fir CDFmm 

 Coastal Western Hemlock CWHdm, xm 

  CWHvm1 

 Coastal Western Hemlock CWHvm2 

Sub-maritime Coastal Western Hemlock CWHds1 

 Coastal Western Hemlock CWHms1 

 Interior Douglas-Fir IDFww 

Continental Interior Douglas-Fir IDFdk1–4, xh1 xh2, xm, 
xw 

 Montane Spruce MSdm2, xk 

 Ponderosa Pine PPxh2 
1Subzones: mm = moist maritime,  xm = very dry maritime, dm = dry maritime, vm = very wet maritime, ds = dry sub-
maritime, ms = moist sub-maritime, ww = wet warm, dk = dry cool, xm = xeric mild, xw = xeric warm, dm2 = dry mild 
Thompson, xk = xeric cool, xh2 = xeric hot 
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Figure A -1.  Map illustrating the ecological subregions as defined for SPOW modelling (see also Table A-

1). 

 


